
 

PROPERTY BAROMETER –Factors Driving Estate Agent Market 

Expectations 

Delving into factors driving estate agents’ expectations of near term market activity, 

it is evident that, while not “overly bearish”,  they perceive the sentiment “spike” from 

the early-2018 political leadership changes to have passed through, and it is back to 

“business as usual” in a weak economy. 
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ESTATE AGENT NEAR TERM MARKET ACTIVITY EXPECTATIONS 

Estate agent views of factors that influence their near term expectations of Residential Activity are often 

more insightful than the expectations themselves, providing an idea of what agents, and indirectly their 

clients, are thinking and experiencing “on the ground”. 

We ask agents participating in the FNB Estate Agent Survey for their expectations regarding the direction of 

Residential Market Activity Levels in the next 3 months, a follow up question to an earlier question regarding 

their experience of current activity levels.  

The near term expectations responses are of limited value, due to seasonal factors playing a major role in 

activity throughout the year, but let’s examine them nevertheless, before moving on to the more insightful 

responses regarding factors driving these expectations. 

In the May 2018 market activity expectation survey question, agents would be looking ahead to the 

seasonally quiet period of July Winter holidays, and typically expecting a decline in activity regardless of 

economic conditions. 

The 2nd quarter FNB Estate Agent Survey is thus typically a quarter of weak near term expectations. What are 

these expectations in the 2nd quarter 2018 survey? We have 24% of agents expecting an increase in residential 

market activity in the next 3 months, 56% expecting unchanged activity and 20% expecting a decrease in 

activity. 

How good or bad is this level of 

expectation, given what we have 

mentioned about the existence of 

seasonal factors? To summarise agents’ 

expectations, we have built our Home 

Buying Confidence Indicator. In 

constructing this indicator, we assign a +1 

value to an “increase” response from an 

agent, a zero value to an “unchanged” 

response, and a negative -1 value to a 

“decrease” response in the question 

regarding expectations of market activity 

in the next 3 months. 

The Home Buying Confidence Indicator is then merely an aggregation of the values assigned to the responses. 

It is thus on a scale of +1 to -1, +1 meaning 100% of agents expect increased activity, -1 meaning 100% of 

agents expect a decrease, and all other response combinations somewhere in the middle.  



The 2nd quarter Indicator value dropped from the 1st quarter’s +0.49 to +0.039. This doesn’t mean too much, 

though, because seasonal factors dictate that the 1st quarter expectations level is normally higher than the 

2nd quarter.  

More useful is to compare the 2nd quarter level with 2nd quarter levels in prior years. Here we find that the 

2nd quarter 2018 Indicator level is higher than the past 3 years’ levels, so it isn’t the weakest, but is 

nevertheless on the weak side given that the past 3 years did return relatively weak responses themselves. 

FACTORS DRIVING AGENT EXPECTATIONS 

So what were the key factors on agents’ minds, factors key in driving their expectations in the 2nd quarter? 

To determine this we ask them a follow up question to the question regarding near term activity 

expectations, requesting that they give reasons as to why they expect what they do? 

It is an open ended question, but certain more common themes appear which we group accordingly. 

Of the major factors, 24% of agents point to seasonal factors, which we have discussed above and thus will 

ignore. At the top of the list is the broad category “Economic Stress/General Pessimism”. We keep a close 

watch on this category relative to the percentage of agents perceiving “Positive Consumer Sentiment”, and 

at 36% of agents pointing to the former, the “Economic Stress/General Pessimism” group outweighs the 19% 

experiencing “Positive Consumer Sentiment”, pointing to what many economic indicators already show us, 

i.e. a weak economy. 

 

  



A more detailed view of factors driving expectations 

We will now go through each major category of response, and list the main sub-categories of responses from 

agents. Bear in mind that percentages don’t all have to add up to 100%, as individuals agents often give 

multiple factors in the sub-categories as well as multiple major category factors: 

1. Economic Stress/General Pessimism – 36% of respondents 

a. “Recessionary” or weak economic environment – 9.9% of respondents 

b. Cost of living pressures (incl. tax hikes, electricity and petrol price rise) – 13.2% of respondents 

c. Political and policy uncertainty (incl. union strikes / talk of nationalisation / retrenchments / 

manufacturing decline / elections) – 13.9% of respondents 

d. Land reform uncertainty (incl. Expropriation without compensation debate) – 13.9% of 

respondents 

2. Pricing and Affordability – 25% of respondents 

a. Lot of property coming into market at realistic prices / sellers more realistic / prices stabilizing / 

falling / not increasing – 13.2% of respondents  

b. House prices are still too high / many can’t afford / salaries not high enough / many not qualifying 

/ cannot afford repayments – 13.2% of respondents 

3. Seasonal Factors –24% of respondents 

a. Winter / heading towards autumn / winter months generally quieter – 21.2% of respondents  

b. End of the holidays, religious and public holidays/pick up after long (April) holiday season – 1.3% 

of respondents 

4. Positive Consumer Sentiment –19% of respondents 

a. Economic upturn / feeling that economy is stabilising / bit more confidence in the economy – 

4.6% of respondents  

b. Lots of buyers and sellers / fielding more calls / pick up on visitors to show homes / increased 

attendance at show houses / hits on website- 4.6% of respondents  

c. Post (ANC) election confidence – 2% of respondents 

d. In this category, some agents seemed to be suggesting that households were taking more of a 

“wait-and-see” approach to political and policy events around the economy and land reform, and 

were “not convinced”, and that this was seen as a positive from a sentiment point of view – 7.9% 

of respondents  

5. Stock issues –11% of respondents 

a. Lots of stock / lots of property available / new listings – 7.3% of respondents  

b. Stock shortage  / not high turnover  / people stay a long time / not a lot of movement / sellers 

holding on to try and get their price – 4% of respondents 

6. Buyers/ Mindset –9% of respondents 

a. Buyers are choosy / looking for bargains / lots of low offers / taking their time / looking for value 

– 6% of respondents  

b. People are looking but are tentative. Have the means to buy but not committing – 1.3% of 

respondents 

c. Increase in buy-to-let sales / buyers snapping up property to rent – 2% of respondents 



d. High rentals are pushing people in the direction of buying – 0.7% of respondents 

7. Area Specific Demand (unique area characteristics such as safety, good schools or other amenities)  

– 8% of respondents 

8. Strict Credit Environment – 5% of respondents 

a. Buyers don’t have deposits / no 100% or 108% bonds anymore / transfer costs not included 

anymore – 1.3% of respondents  

b. Lot of loans being turned down because of affordability / strict criteria / bonds not granted / 

qualify for less / difficult to get bonds- 4% of respondents 

9. Interest Rates – 7% of respondents 

a. Interest rates are stable / repo rate still stable for now – 6.6% of respondents 

b. Interest rate reduction  / cut in interest rate – 0.7% of respondents 

10. Sellers Mindset – 3% of respondents 

a. Sellers not prepared to reduce asking price / will not budge on asking price – 2% of respondents 

b. People hanging on to what they have rather than buying another property / can’t afford to 

upgrade / retirement has become expensive / renovate rather – 1.3% of respondents 

11. Improved access to credit – 2% of respondents 

12. Other Reasons – 9.3% 

CONCLUSION 

The agents participating in the 2nd quarter 

2018 FNB Estate Agent Survey were not 

overly “bearish” as a group, with their 

near term expectations of market activity 

remaining better than the corresponding 

quarters of the past 3 years. 

Their house price growth expectations for 

the next 12 months appear to go along 

with this, having improved from 3.7% in 

the 1st quarter 2018 survey to 5.4% in the 

2nd quarter survey. 

But what is evident is that the brief spike 

in agent perceptions of sentiment in the 

1st quarter, much of it on the back of a 

change in the country’s political 

leadership, has passed through, and their 

perceptions seem to be that it is now back 

to “ business as usual” in a weak economy. 

This is seen in the shift back to levels of 

“Economic Stress/General Pessimism” 

and “Positive Consumer Sentiment” 

where more agents once again point to 

the former rather than the latter, similar 

to how it was prior to the 1st quarter of 

2018. 



In the “Economic Stress/General Pessimism” category”, agents point to economic weakness, cost of living 

increases, and political and policy uncertainty, including land reform uncertainty, as all playing a role in their 

expectations regarding near term market activity.  

Also a feature of the survey response is that virtually no respondents (0.7%) see the early-2018 interest rate 

cut as being of any significance, although a greater number (6.6% of respondents) do see low and relatively 

stable rates as being a positive factor. Few agents see “Strict” Bank lending Criteria” (5% of agents) as a key 

factor, although even fewer (2%) perceive any relaxation in bank lending. 

In this mediocre market, neither those agents who point to “ample stock” to sell (7.3%) or those pointing to 

“stock constraints” (4%) are a large group, although the “ample stock” group is slightly larger than the “stock 

constraints” group.  
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